AluWood Window

- Made to measure in a choice of design and to any size.*

- Manufactured from selected redwood, hardwood or engineered timber, clad externally with mill finish or polyester powder coated extruded aluminium, connected by purpose designed thermally broken nylon clips, therefore ensuring ultimate quality.

- All timber sourced from properly managed sustainable sources to help protect the environment and, since aluminium is recyclable, windows contain a minimum amount of embodied energy.

- Finished inside with a clear or colour factory coating, to ensure complete and equal cover of the finish and outside with any RAL colour available, for ultimate choice and enhanced aesthetic appeal.

- One piece closed cell foam gasket to give extra cover along with a wool-pile fin all around the sash for improved weather sealing.

- Hinge system including projecting side/top hung or top-swing fully reversible option, complete with built in restrictor to assist cleaning outside and improve safety.

- Twin rail espagnolette locking system with night vent position and single locking or non-locking handle, making opening easier whilst enhancing security.

- Projecting factory fitted cills as standard with adjustable projection.

- Concealed through frame trickle ventilators or over-glass to provide controllable ventilation.

- Available double or triple glazed with optional aluminium faced insulated panels also available. Glass and/or panels are factory fitted with security glazing tape.

- U-values as low as 1.1 W/m²k can be achieved subject to glass specification and window enhancements.

- Performance tested to BS 6375 Part 3: 2009 and PAS 24: 2012

- Each individual window is manufactured to order and to our ultimate quality in strict accordance with ISO 9001-2008 standards.

*Subject to standard industry design parameters.

Aluminium Clad Timber Window

www.aluwoodwindows.co.uk